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Abstract—Handheld calculators and computer spreadsheets
are ubiquitous and taken for granted. However in hospitals,
errors in routine calculations frequently occur — for instance
after making an unnoticed typing slip, such as omitting a decimal
point in a drug dose calculation — and can result in patient
harm. This paper is concerned with dependable calculation, and
examines user tasks and technologies for safer calculations in the
clinical environment. We demonstrate significant differences in
complexity, speed and accuracy between alternative methods of
performing calculations.
The recent raised awareness of latent coding errors in applications designed to perfom medical dosage calculations has
resulted in the introduction of national regulations that require all
medical apps to meet similar standards of safety and reliability as
other items of medical equipment. This paper provides evidence
that general purpose calculators are also unnecessarily hazardous
in the clinical environment, and should be subject to similar
regulation. This paper contributes to the current debate about
the use of computer systems to improve healthcare, and argues
that “the latest IT” does not automatically confer benefit: its
effectiveness should be empirically evaluated like any other
medical intervention.
The combination of simple reliable low technology graphical
calculation aids and high technology computers with touch
screen interfaces offers potential for improvement in patient
safety; however further development and stringent evaluation
are required before deployment in safety critical environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
When we go into hospital we expect to be treated well;
yet approximately 11% of patients in hospitals suffer adverse
events, of which half are preventable, and about a third of
which lead to moderate or greater disability or death [1].
Medication errors (i.e., calculation and administration of
the correct drug quantities and rates) are a common and
preventable cause of such adverse events. Medication errors
affect 2–14% of all hospital inpatients, and 1–2% of all
hospital inpatients are harmed as a result; 7,000 are killed
every year in the US alone [2]. More than 1 in 6 medication
errors involve miscalculation of doses, incorrect expression of
units, or incorrect rates of administration; and there are many
case reports detailing how these errors have directly resulted
in patient harm [3][4]. The above figures probably represent
an underestimate: due to the complex multi-factorial nature
of drug dose calculations, many errors go unrecognized or
unreported, since if the clinicians have mistakenly determined
that a calculation is correct and proceeded to deliver a drug
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dose, they are unlikely to report a calculation error has
occurred. Furthermore, if patient harm occurs, one has to trace
the cause back to an incorrect dose in order to report it, but
patients frequently have co-morbitities that provide alternative
explanations for the adverse clinical outcome.
Conventional methods of performing drug dosage calculation are more complex and error-prone than is usually appreciated. Indeed, increasing the number of steps, complexity,
speed, workload, or stress levels all increase the probability of
error [5]. It follows that users, regardless of skill, are likely
to make slips that affect the results they calculate. Having
defined the problems and highlighted their impact, we compare
alternative approaches.
Our explorations raise deep concerns about the culture and
assumptions surrounding the methods, including IT, which
are used to perform calculations in the clinical environment;
and the contributions of poor design to drug dose calculation
errors. It is likely that the ideas discussed in this paper generalize to other areas of healthcare such as radiotherapy, and
to wider applications outside of healthcare such as navigation
and finance. However, discussion of topics other than drug
dose calculation are beyond the scope of the present paper.
Furthermore, we assume the user is skilled (for example, a
qualified clinician) and that the nature of the calculations and
their importance is well-understood.
A. Previous work
In this paper we examine and evaluate alternative approaches to more dependable calculation, and discuss the cultural barriers to the uptake of improved approaches. Curiously,
the literature on the usability of general purpose calculators has
placed greater emphasis on user models and education than on
dependability [6], [7], [8]. It appears that the effectiveness and
reliability of calculators is taken for granted; for most users
they are neither new nor interesting — even though modern
natural (e.g., gesture based) user interfaces offer considerable
improvements [9].
Our earlier work (e.g., [10], [11], [12]) has, perhaps
uniquely, been very critical of conventional calculator user
interfaces. We have introduced special purpose calculators
for drug dose calculation [10], and have shown that such
well-designed user interfaces can halve the incidence of ‘out
by ten’ calculation errors [11]. We have also shown that
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numerical keyboards have approximately double the error rate
of up/down number entry, and that conventional calculators
and spreadsheets have unacceptably high error rates, which
are avoidable by improved design [13]. We therefore consider
application of our previous findings to suggest alternative
designs that have potential to improve accuracy and reduce
error rates in the clinical environment.

FLOUROURACIL 50 mg/mL INJ 5924.48 mg (118.49 m
In D5W IV Total Volume: 130 mL
Final Concentration: 45.57 mg/mL
Dose: 5250 mg/4days (1312.5mg/24h)
Rate: 28.8mL/24h (1.2mL/h) Bag will last 4 days
at full usage with 14.8 mL reserve.
Dr.
Rx#ABS19073
Prep: JUL 31 2006 905 Exp: 7days
Pharmacy
11560
Ave.

II. A ROUTINE DRUG DOSE CALCULATION
The example used in this paper is taken from a real case
that resulted in the death of a patient, with subsequent root
cause analysis (RCA) that was reported by the Institute for
Safe Medication Practices (ISMP) [4], [10], [14].
The cause was the sort of calculation some clinicians do
every day: in chemotherapy, a patient is to be given 5,250 mg
fluorouracil at a concentration of 45.57 mg per mL over 4
days. What is the rate in mL per hour to program their infusion
pump?
A. Calculation is not the only problem
Although calculation is a critical part of delivering the right
drug in the right quantity and rate to the right patient (and by
the right route, etc.), it is only part of the task that should be
scrutinized.
Information design is crucial: users need to know what
calculation they are expected to perform. The ISMP report [4]
criticizes the information design of the drug bag label shown
in figure 1: there is far too much irrelevant information, and
the relevant information is not presented in a way that makes
the user’s tasks (e.g., identifying the patient or calculating a
rate in mL per hour) easier. The first line ends “m” as the
original label was not long enough to print more; possibly
“L)” has been omitted. Note that the label refers both to days
and to hours (as units of 24h, despite ISMP rules suggesting
that “h” is an error prone abbreviation that should be avoided,
and instead should be written as “hr”). Since the patient can
read this label, it may have been helpful to say, “Bag will
last 4 days at full usage with 12 hours reserve,” to provide
a potential means of cross-checking, rather than “14.8 mL
reserve,” which in itself is not very useful information.
The social culture users operate in is crucial. When errors
occur in healthcare, there is widespread tendency to blame
users rather than the systems they use. There is also a very
common view that new technology is better, so remaining
errors must be due to use error. We will discuss healthcare
culture further in section VI; in particular, since our study
shows that an old, low technology solution is effective, we
will discuss in depth some misconceptions about computing
technology.
Finally, although this paper is self-contained, the Appendix
explains important parts of any drug dose calculation task that
a clinician must perform as well as the bare calculation. This
is the central concern of the present paper: calculators should
not be considered in the abstract, but in the full context of
the associated requirements, tasks, and environment that they
support.

Fig. 1. Reproduction of the original drug bag label based on a photograph
from [4]. The figure accurately reproduces the text, including character
spacing, line breaks and font; the text “ABS19073” and the “905” were
written by hand — that S might be a badly-written 5; and the “JUL 31 2006”
regions are obscured to preserve
was rubber-stamped. The blackened
anonymity

III. F IVE CALCULATION CONDITIONS
We now explore five conditions of drug dose calculation: pen & paper, general purpose calculators, spreadsheets,
dedicated calculators, and nomograms. Nomograms are less
familiar, and we will explain these calculation devices in more
detail.
A. Dose calculation using pen & paper
Doing the drug dose calculation (see above) on paper starts
off like figure 2 — if you can remember the technicalities of
how to do long division and multiplication! Even for skilled
users, the sums shown worked out in figure 2 require lots of
fiddly work, as well as remembering to include the part of the
calculation dividing by 24 hours in a day, which was not one
of the numbers written down in the original problem. The case
reported in [4] had two nurses both omit the 24 hours from
their calculation.
There are many ways to do long division (figure 2 is the
way we do it), and it would not be surprising if clinicians
doing this calculation argue about “the” right way to do it.
Unfortunately it would be very easy to use a correct method
and still get the wrong answer through some other slip.
Of course one should not just do this calculation, as it
is important to think through what needs doing and how to
independently check it, as well as actually checking it. In
other words, an important part of the task and mental workload
(particularly for safety critical applications such as drug dose
calculations) is not just doing the calculation but also doing
adequate checking (see this paper’s Appendix).
This routine drug dose calculation is so complex to do using
pen & paper that most people would use a calculator — the
condition we review next.
B. Dose calculation using a calculator
The Casio HS-8V is a commonly used general purpose
calculator. Because the sum is complex either you need to use
paper for intermediate results, or you have to use the calculator’s memory function (or augment the use of the calculator
with mental calculation). The display of such devices often
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Fig. 3. The popular Casio HS-8V, a typical low-end handheld calculator
with memory. The decimal point in the numeric display is almost unreadable,
another usability problem with this type of calculator [12].

5

Fig. 2. Some of the paperwork for performing the calculations. Notice that
decimals points may easily be misplaced or misread.

suffers from critically poor legibility, which further limits their
appropriateness for clinical environments [12] (figure 3).
If memory is not zero, it is very hard to store numbers in the
memory, since there is no “store in memory key” — instead,
the user has to write the number down (subverting the whole
point of memory) or do a complex sequence of keystrokes so
that, despite the memory not being zero initially, the number
can be stored. This sequence is so complex, a user would be
advised never to rely on the calculator’s memory on this or
any similar calculator.
If we use the calculator’s memory, the most efficient sequence of keystrokes (determined using a computer simulation with programmed state-space search) on this particular
calculator requires 22 key presses:: AC MRC MRC 4 × 2 4
M+ AC 5 2 5 0 ÷ 4 5 • 5 7 ÷ MRC =. Other calculators
will almost certainly need different sequences to get the right
answer (e.g., the Apple iPhone calculator app is significantly
different): the sequence used here may give an incorrect
answer without warning if used on other calculators [15], [10].
We are therefore surprised that root cause analyses (e.g., [4])
do not specify the make and type of calculators involved in
incidents. Furthermore, unlike a pen & paper method, most
calculators leave no permanent record of the steps performed
in a calculation, which makes identification and analysis of
calculation errors impossible.
Ironically, in practice, using a calculator is probably less
reliable than using a pen & paper; not least because we tend
to trust calculators, even though different calculators work in
completely different ways [16], [10]! Both pen & paper and
calculators are unavoidably complex. Neither method tells you
if you make a slip, and if you do make a slip, both methods
will give an answer that is wrong. Both approaches need
independent checking. Despite this, the majority of fluid and
drug dose calculations in clinical areas are performed using
general purpose calculators.

Fig. 4. The calculation, 5250/(4×24×45.57) performed twice in Microsoft
Excel. The screen shot here shows the calculation done with a simple slip
(column A) and correctly (column C). Excel does not tell us any error has
happened, and it would be easy to read off the final dose rate of 54.69, which
is 45 times too large. The screen shot has not been retouched.

C. Dose calculation using a spreadsheet
Now consider Microsoft Excel, which has been around for
over 25 years and is regularly used for complex calculations,
such as calculation of radiotherapy doses. A very simple
calculation using our example of the drug dose problem
(figure 4) demonstrates that a simple key press error (typing
one dot extra) gives a wrong answer without reporting any
error.
Apple’s Numbers, an alternative to Excel, does the same
things as Excel. Apple had the dilemma of copying Excel or
doing it properly. They copied Excel. Clinicians are likely to
use spreadsheets to perform more complex calculations (e.g.,
for radiotherapy doses); and spreadsheets are not routinely
designed to cross-check results by performing calculations
in different ways [11]. Ironically, the more complex the
calculation, the more likely one is to make a slip. If you make a
slip, the spreadsheet will give a wrong answer without warning
— and the more complex the calculation, the harder it will be
to spot a wrong answer.
D. Dose calculation using dedicated software
Bespoke software to calculate drug doses is readily available
for a variety of platforms including computers and smart
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phones, and provides the benefits of rapid calculation and (not
always!) error-checking; however modern software is so complex that it is not possible to test every possible combination
of states for latent coding errors [17]. Software based solutions
are therefore vulnerable to rare but potentially extreme errors.
Most medical “apps” are currently unregulated, and it is not
clear who is is legally responsible — the clinician or the
software programmer — if patients come to harm as a result
of coding errors. In view of these concerns, the Medicines and
Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in Europe
and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the USA have
recently ruled that any software which performs fluid or drug
dosage calculations for patient care purposes must be subject
to the same rules of registration and validation as a medical
device before it can be approved for use in these regions [18],
[19].
Many software-based dedicated solutions include errortrapping routines to prevent errors of several orders of magnitude which result from accidental entry of data outside normal
ranges. However the user interface of numeric data entry by a
keypad remains vulnerable to unrecognized key-stroke errors
of lesser magnitude, which have been estimated to occur in
around 4% of key-presses [13]. Smart phones are popular and
ubiquitous; however their use may be restricted in clinical
areas due to the hospital policies for infection control and
potential effects of electromagnetic radiation on other medical
equipment (e.g., monitors, infusion pumps).
Unlike pen & paper calculations, most software-based solutions do not provide a hard copy of the data entered,
details of steps in the calculation, and results. Hard copies are
desirable for filing in the patient notes to form a permanent
record: in the event of a drug dosing error they form an
important legal record, and facilitate root cause analysis to
precisely identify the source of error and prevent it happening
again in future. Although some medical devices (e.g., syringe
drivers) incorporate automatic keystroke logging to flash memory for this purpose, this is not the case for most software
solutions and smartphone apps. Integrated “paperless” patient
management IT solutions exist which store all patient-related
data including medical notes, prescription charts and output
from monitors for all aspects of the patient’s admission to
hospital. These cross-check drug doses and compatibilities
against the patient’s details, medical records, investigations,
and physiological parameters; calculate appropriate drug doses
with error capturing; and record drug administration. These
systems are currently used at some centres in the US, but
high capital and maintainance costs has meant that they are
yet to gain widespread acceptance elsewhere.
E. Dose calculation using a nomogram
A nomogram or nomograph (Greek: ν óµoς = “law” +
γραµµή = “line”) is a graphical representation of a mathematical relationship that facilitates rapid repeated calculation. In its
simplest form a nomogram consists of three scales drawn on a
piece of paper (or a computer screen), one scale per variable,
arranged and calibrated in such a way that a straight line

connecting two of the independent variables intersects a third
scale at a point corresponding to the solution. A nomogram
with five scales is illustrated in figure 5.
It is worth noting a recent trend to misuse the word
“nomogram” to describe regression analysis of morbidity and
mortality data using a series of parallel weighted scales [20]:
these are not nomograms as they do not perform a full
calculation or express a mathematical relationship, and the
user is required to perform the calculation in part by other
means. The word nomogram is being used merely to mean
“calculator” rather than using scales.
Nomograms have a long and distinguished history. Sir Isaac
Newton used a combination of nomograms and slide rules to
find roots of arbitrary polynomials [21], and Gerardus Mercator introduced his revolutionary world map with a graphical
calculator (though using dividers rather than straight edges)
as far back as 1569; but nomograms as we now know them
(alignment charts with multiple axes) were first named and
developed in earnest by Maurice d’Ocagne around 1885.
Since their modern inception in the 1880s, nomograms
became widely used in the fields of engineering, astronomy,
statistics, navigation and ballistics because of their convenience, reliability and usability for complex tasks. The advent
of electronic computers and calculators in the 1960s saw their
demise except in specialist areas where they are still used
routinely for complex calculations where there are extreme
time and accuracy constraints, as well as in environments
where routine calculations must be performed conveniently
without relying on electric power.
Ironically, the same computers that rendered nomograms
obsolete are excellent tools for creating them, and this has
resulted in a recent resurgence in interest in nomograms.
Nomograms can solve complex mathematical problems [22],
sometimes beautifully, and the computer tools available make
it easy and pleasing to generate them. In the field of medicine,
nomograms have been used to calculate physiological parameters [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], assess clinical risk [28], [29]
and, more recently, for time-critical calculation of drug doses
and fluid resuscitation regimes [30], [31], [32].
Figure 5 shows an original nomogram that can be used
to work out the fluorouracil dose calculation in this article.
The clinician solves the problem by drawing two lines on
paper, thus making a permanent record of their calculation,
as shown in the figure; the arrowed line shown solves the
problem, and might even be drawn faintly (as in the figure) to
be used as an example training pattern to help clinicians use
the nomogram correctly. Because the lines must necessarily be
drawn within the numerical range shown on the nomogram,
the nomogram automatically ensures calculations stay within
range; in the example here, it is plainly impossible to prescribe
a total volume in excess of 150 mL.
In contrast to algebraic methods of calculation which are
imperative, nomograms are declarative — i.e., they readily
allow reverse and what if? calculations, which allow the user
to easily check data entry, explore effects of perturbation of
one or more input variables, and develop a qualitative under-
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mL per hour calculator H130 mL FlourouracilL
Printed date & time: 18:58:16 pm, Thursday, September 6 H2012L.

Patient details: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor
in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.
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standing of the model. At a cognitive level, the interaction
of the user with the graphical scales may lead the user to
understand the mathematical relationships in a different way
from that possible with key pads, equations, tables, and function graphs. This quality of nomograms may be of particular
didactic value, for example in the communication of risks and
benefits of treatment [20]. Patients can directly visualize the
relative effects of various factors on their prognosis; and since
nomograms are very low cost, readily printed, and easy to
use, they may also take copies of the nomogram home with
them as a record of their consultation, and a tool to improve
understanding of their illness.
The paper record offers another very powerful benefit in
error reduction: it is not just the result of the calculation, it
also provides a permanent visual representation of the input
variables, and how the calculation was performed. As the
clinician slips the nomogram into the patient record folder,
there will be other ones there. A glance will confirm whether
the new nomogram works the same way: lines shaped, say,
like ∧ on one nomogram but shaped like ∨ on the previous
ones would be an obvious indication of discrepancies. Similar
application of a simple visual human-system interface to
summarize a mass of complex data and rapidly convey an error
situation was developed by NASA for the flight instrument
displays (vertical altitude and velocity indicator, VAVI ) of
aircraft and spacecraft [33].
Nomograms are ideal for use in difficult environments
such as in developing countries, expeditions and military use,
where infrastructure, resources and enviromental factors make
other methods (especially computers) unreliable or unusable
— nomograms work after they have been dropped! In other
safety-critical fields such as aviation and diving, nomograms
and tables are always used in parallel with computers to crosscheck results and to provide a primary means of calculation
in case of computer failure [34].
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Example: at concentration of 45•57 mgêmL HAL; dose 5,250 mg HBL over 4 days HCL; needs a rate of 1•2 mLêhr HDL.

IV. C OMPARING METHODS

Fig. 5. A nomogram for this paper’s drug dose calculation. The nomogram
shown here is far too small to use at this scale, but a PDF of a full-sized version
can be downloaded from www.harold.thimbleby.net/nomogram

It is obvious that all conventional approaches (paper, calculator, spreadsheet) are so error-prone that anybody would
be unlikely to get complex calculations right every day. It is
amazing so many skilled clinicians do something so complex
faultlessly all the time. If, as has happened, a patient is given a
dose 24 times too high and dies, should we blame a clinician,
or blame the system that asks clinicians to do something
no normal human can do reliably? Perhaps we should be
impressed the dose given is exactly 24 times too high, which
means the clinicians have managed to do the sum correctly
using the right formula with only one slip!
If you make a slip you are unlikely to notice it and are
therefore even less likely to report it. There are probably many
daily problems like this that go unreported, thankfully because
the patient came to no obvious harm (though they may have
stayed in hospital longer).
Paper, calculators and spreadsheets do not detect errors, as
they have no idea what a clinician is trying to do. All these
methods can produce incorrect results without warning. In

contrast, with nomograms, range of use errors are impossible,
and no significant new errors are introduced — a view which
is supported by our experimental evidence.
Of course, the user still needs to check the patient, drugs,
route and nomogram are properly related. That is why the
nomogram shown has patient details on it and has a bar code to
check against the patient’s ID (wrist band and clinical notes).
It can be printed on waterproof paper to make it more reliable
for a hospital environment. The nomogram necessarily uses
the right formula for the calculation, including remembering to
divide by 24. The pharmacy computer that drew the nomogram
sees to that.
One clinician can do the calculation on paper, and another
can check the correct workins easily by checking the nomogram: it is just a matter of checking two lines are right and
that the answer was used correctly, rather than checking lots
of digits are right. File the permanent paper record of the
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Likelihood ratios
0–25%
Calculator v nomogram
p = 0.015
Calculator v pen & paper
p = 0.258
Nomogram v pen & paper p < 0.001
Overall
p = 0.002

25–50%
p = 0.001
p = 0.670
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
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High
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0%
8.3%
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% Erroroneous calculations

Calculator
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Magnitude of error
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0–25%
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5.9%
1.2%
17.9%
14.3%
25%
16.7%

50–75%
p = 0.002
p = 0.787
p = 0.001
p = 0.002

40
30

calculation in the notes. Now just program the infusion pump
to give 1.2 mL per hour . . .
V. E MPIRICAL EVALUATION OF NOMOGRAMS
Calculation of resuscitation fluid requirements in burns
injuries involves a complex multi-step procedure that is prone
to calculation errors, and involves application of a formula to
calculate fluid requirements based on the patient’s body weight
and percentage body surface area burned (the “Parkland”
formula is most commonly used worldwide [35]). This volume
of fluid must then be given over a series of periods of
different duration. In each case the rate of fluid administration
must be calculated. Adjustments to the calculations must be
made to take into account the time interval between the
time of burn injury and the start of treatment; corrections
for additional fluids given prior to hospital admission; and
ongoing requirements for additional maintenance fluids. These
calculations must be made rapidly under conditions of high
task load and emotional stress, which further increases the
likelihood that calculation errors occur.
Figure 7 and table I summarize findings from one of a series
of randomized volunteer participant studies that compared the
speed and accuracy of calculation methods to calculate fluid
resuscitation requirements in both adult and paediatric burns
in which 28 participants performed a total of 252 calculations
on a series of computer generated simulated patient data sets
using three different techniques: general purpose calculator,
pen & paper, and nomogram. Computation speed using the
nomogram was similar to that achieved with the calculator,
and twice as fast as the pen & paper method (mean(SD):
73(31), 94(34), 214(103) s for calculator, nomogram, and pen
& paper respectively). The nomogram produced fewer errors
in all categories than the other two methods; the errors that
did occur when the nomogram was used were of smaller
magnitude, and therefore of lesser clinical significance than
the other two methods; and the nomogram was deemed easiest
to use by the majority of participants [16], [36].
Other studies using Bland-Altman analysis to compare the
accuracy of nomograms and general purpose calculators in the
calculation of drug doses and physiological variables show that
the nomogram is significantly more accurate than a general
purpose calculator [29], [30], [27]. Empirical experiments are

£50%

£75%
£50%

20
10
0

Table 1. Summary of results. See also figure 7.

£75%

£25%

£25%

£50%

Pencil & Paper

Nomogram

£25%
Calculator

Fig. 6. Distribution of error magnitudes, visualising data from Table I. Thus
51.2% of calculator calculations have an error magnitude of 75% or less,
compared to 7.1% of nomogram calculations having an error magnitude less
than 75% and 50% — there are no errors in the range 50–75%.

Pen & paper 214 ± 103s

Nomogram 94 ± 34s

Calculator 73 ± 31s

Fig. 7. Distribution of response times (seconds). Mean±standard deviation
response times (p < 0.001) shown for each condition.

not the only form of evaluation; for example Ed Hutchins
presents a personal account emphasizing how easy nomograms
are to use in navigation under adverse circumstances [37].
VI. C HALLENGES TO H EALTHCARE IT CULTURE
Nomograms are cheap, simple and effective; and they could
save lives. One reason not to get too excited was well-put by
Atul Gawande in his excellent book The Checklist Manifesto
[38], where he writes about the WHO Surgical Checklist —
another cheap bit of paper — that reduces morbidity and
mortality in surgery. If something good is free, it is often
considered to be worthless rather than priceless. Nobody is
able to make a profit out of just printing bits of paper.
What modern pharmacy would think it an improvement using
nomograms, an idea familiar from the seventeenth century,
when they could be buying modern IT? Who would want
to consider anything other than computers when there are
financial incentives to use them and financial penalties for not
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using them [39]?
However it is exciting to see the development of interactive nomograms, for instance on the iPad [40] and on the
Interactive Nomogram Creation Tool web site [41]. Interactive
nomograms could be further developed and evaluated for
use on infusion pumps and other devices with touch screens,
thus avoiding transcription errors transferring numbers from
the nomogram to the device. The infusion pump itself could
generate and display the nomogram (perhaps in a compact
graphic format such as a virtual slide rule [40]).
The drug label’s QR code could specify the right nomogram
for a handheld device to create; thus the QR code, in figure 8
will download the nomogram shown in figure 5 — and (if
printed) one gets the benefits of paper (dependability, auditability, etc) as well as the benefits of IT (security, automatic
checks, relation to patient records, etc).
Since each nomogram can be printed for a specific patient
and dose, it can take account of patient weight, etc, so it
builds in a “dose error reduction” range check; it would not be
possible to calculate an overdose. With the nomogram here, an
easy limit to enforce is that, as the bag is known to be 130 mL,
the total dose (i.e., dose in mg/concentration in mg per mL)
physically cannot exceed 130 mL, and the nomogram scale
could end at 130 mL, or have a bar across it. Of course, one
is led to wonder if such “dose error reduction” calculations
can be made by the pharmacy, why not just print the correct
answer (1.2 mL per hour) on the bag and not risk human error
in its repeated calculation? Figure 8 gives an example. As well
as highlighting the required dose, we have made the expiry,
the times, etc, easier to read; we removed the 28.8 mL per
day dose as we know the infusion pump on the ward has to
be programmed in mL per hour; we removed the 14.8 mL
reserve (who cares about the volume that is left in the bag?),
and replaced it with the time, 12 hours, which might be more
use for the patient to plan the timings of their next trip to the
hospital. Depending on the therapy, one might choose to make
different information more prominent; here, we made the dose
rate in mL per hour prominent, as the incorrect calculation
of this was a factor in the fluorouracil overdose fatality [4]
mentioned above.
Figure 8 gives an example of how we could improve the
information design of a drug label, but why did prevailing
culture allow such a badly designed label to be used in the first
place? Where is the evidence of best practice? Why does the
design require clinicians to repeat a complex calculation that
has already been done for them, but is disguised by extraneous
and confusing information? The culture that wants to solve
problems with “off the shelf” IT solutions risks addressing
the wrong issues, and leaving the deeper ones untouched.
One author, Grimes, has heavily criticized nomograms,
likening them to “an epidemic of obsolete practice” making
exaggerated claims in favour of modern IT [42], [43]. However
his work contains a number of elementary factual errors and
assertions for which he been unable or unwilling to provide
evidence when challenged [44], [20].
An important misunderstanding surrounds Grimes’s asser-

.

CHEMOTHERAPY DISPOSE OF PROPERLY

FLOUROURACIL 50 mg/mL
Patient: XXXX
Dose: 5250 mg/4days (1312.5 mg/day)
INJ 5924.48 mg
(118.49 mL in D5W IV)
mL per
Total Volume: 130 mL
Final Concentration: 45.57 mg/mL
Bag will last 4 days at 1.2 mL per hour
with 12 hr reserve
Dr. XXX
XX Rx#ABS19073
Prep: 31 July 2006 @ 9:05
Expiry: 7 August 2006
XXXX XX Pharmacy XX
XX
11560 XXX
X Ave. XX
XXX

1 2
hr

Fig. 8. Mock up of an improved drug bag label, based on the information
shown in figure 1. There are still many ways of further improving the
information design, beyond the scope of the present paper. Critically, the
ISO standards 9241, 62366, etc, require iterative design: any proposed label
design should be evaluated with users performing the appropriate tasks and
improved.

tion that nomograms are inaccurate. In fact nomograms are
generally more accurate (give an answer closer to the true
value) although less precise (provide fewer digits) than general purpose electronic calculators. Electronic calculators that
provide answers to 8 or more decimal places create a false
sense of reliable precision and security for the unwary!
Nomograms typically provide a precision of about 3 significant figures, or less than 1% error, [22], which is more
than sufficient for most medical applications. The precision of
nomograms is limited by factors such as the visual acuity of
the user, parallax error or interpolation error when reading the
scale graduations, and the physical size of the chart (which
requires a compromize between being large enough to offer
high precision, yet small enough for practical convenience).
Any reduction in precision is more than compensated for by
speed of use, and decrease in the frequency and magnitude of
errors compared to computerized methods [16], [36].
Grimes [42] believes “old” implies “obsolete” and that
modern computing is better than lower-technology solutions;
a view that is echoed by some other authors:
“Computerized approaches are ideal [. . . ] because
reliability can approach 100%, while methods that
rely on human inspection will always miss some
errors.” [45]

Sometimes this may be the case, but arguments for or
against the use of graphical or IT solutions without appropriate
evidence can only be a basis for uninformed and misleading
speculation. The broader question is what are the safest forms
of calculation for a given context. No system of calculation is
perfect. Every method has different strengths and weaknesses,
which are determined by a combination of intrinsic and
extrinsic factors — i.e., the culture and environment in which
these are embedded.
Healthcare, which is supposed to have adopted “evidencebased practice,” is in some quarters blind to the need to
evaluate IT. IT is not automatically good, it depends on issues
including situated use, cultural practices, use error, and so
forth. In the meantime, this widespread unquestioned support
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of IT means that when errors occur, there will be a misleading
tendency to blame the clinician rather than the supposedly
“reliable” IT.
A widely reported computerization in a hospital [46] doubled fatality rates in a paediatric ward. One reason was that,
effectively, every patient lost a clinician because they now
had to work on a computer rather than be hands on. More
generally, any IT intervention has to provide benefits that are
at least equal to the effects of the loss of clinical staff time
now turned to using the IT itself; the “obvious” benefit of the
IT has to be balanced against this less obvious cost of using
it (including managing any errors that arise during its use) —
and this is a complex balance that at present requires empirical
evaluation (indeed, as recommended by international standards
such as ISO 62366).
A change in culture is required, and if properly implemented, there is every reason to believe that patient safety
could be dramatically improved at little additional cost. In the
meantime, there is a besetting problem — and a simple start
at a solution.
The besetting problem is that “computerizing” what hospitals are currently doing will no doubt make them more
efficient, but it does not address any underlying problems.
People are approaching the wrong computational problems;
calculators, Excel, conventional IT, clouds, are nothing but
superficial help. Computers have to be used, and therefore
their contribution has to at least exceed the consequences of
the loss of staff time their use incurs [46]. It is glib to say it,
but we’ll just have adverse incidents faster, not less frequently
or less harmful.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Using a well-documented case study [4] as a starting point
we have shown that (i) routine calculations can lead to adverse
incidents; and (ii) appropriate use of technology can reduce
error rates.
All systems of calculation have inherent advantages and
limitations depending on context. Graphical methods of calculation have a number of unique advantages over electronic
methods, and as such remain a valuable alternative primary
means of calculation, as well as a means of rapidly crosschecking calculations performed by electronic devices. The
possibility of combining elements from both methods offers
exciting opportunities to design new types of human-computer
interfaces that have potential to reduce the risks of calculation
errors and patient harm.
What we can hope for is that one day in the future, if we
are lucky, we will have dependable computers properly integrated into a more effective healthcare system; and that these
improvements will be evidence-based. In the meantime, few
want to put the research effort in to improving things when the
hospitals themselves don’t demand a better system, and when
technophiles think it self-evident that computerization means
progress — a point also made elsewhere [47]. To ignore the
evidence and legal requirements (e.g., international standards

such as ISO 62366) to follow human factors-informed user
interface design is a dangerous and naı̈ve mistake [48].
When an incident occurs, it is far too easy (and far cheaper)
to blame the clinician who pressed “the wrong button”. The
ease of ignoring root causes, and root cause analyses often ignoring device-induced error, perpetuates the myths. We should
be examining the unnecessary complexity, the unnecessary
design faults, and, underlying it, the way we are failing to
address the broader picture [46], [49], [14], [50]. If — when
— we do that, the long range impact should be a reduction
in the number of unnecessary hospital deaths and healthcare
costs (and social costs), a rate that currently exceeds the death
rate on the road, and deserves all the deep attention it can get
[49].
Issues raised from this paper include:
• Newer technology does not necessarily improve
usability.
• Nomograms are more accurate than and as fast as
calculators (and pen & paper). However this does not
necessarily mean they can achieve that performance in a
clinical environment where all calculations are
performed by nomograms. Clinicians might pick up the
wrong nomograms; thus, one solution introduces a new
form of error (“wrong nomogram”) that previously was
not possible. More work is clearly needed.
• Nomograms are easy to use, and they conform well to
the larger clinical task — they can be personalized and
made treatment-specific, they are visual (so they can be
used and checked by more than one person), they can
be designed to avoid out-of-range errors, and they leave
a complete permanent record for clinical records.
• The classic HCI literature, particularly on calculators,
does not address dependability and accuracy, nor does it
really help appreciate the larger cultural issues (such as
healthcare) in which calculators are embedded.
• Healthcare culture is a factor in sustaining suboptimal
delivery of care. Computerising without careful (and
iterative) user centred design may computerize
suboptimal procedures. The benefits of embedding HCI
experts (knowledgeable in both computer science and
human factors) in healthcare should be evaluated.
• Calculators and apps are potentially hazardous and
should be regulated like other medical devices.
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A PPENDIX
The article explores a mathematical problem: A patient
is given 5,250 mg at a concentration of 45.57 mg per mL
of the chemotherapy drug fluorouracil over 4 days; find the
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dose in mL per hour. This appendix makes clear some of
the additional numerical thinking a clinician must do as part
of the clinical task in addition to the bare calculation —
though note that much of the work discussed in this appendix
is obviated with nomograms. Note that the problem is not
merely mathematical: the body of the paper compliments this
appendix by emphasizing the user interface, cultural, training
and human factors issues that are essential to address even
before a mathematical problem can be identified.
A. Is the formula right?
First, see what the dimensions of the numbers are; here we
have mg, mg per mL, 4 days, and mL per hour. The 4 days do
not fit; so how do we change them to hours, which are what
are going to be needed in the end?
4 days × 24 hours per day = 96 hours.
Notice in converting days to hours, we also had the dimensional multiplication: days × hours / day. The two “days”
cancel, and leave us with hours, as wanted. So, all we need to
do with the other numbers is find a way of cancelling things to
end up with mL per hour. Thus 5,250 mg / 45.57 mg per mL
simplifies to (5,250 mg / 45.57 mg) mL, just by moving the
dimensions around using basic algebra. We’ve ended up with
a division of mg, so we can do that immediately, perhaps on
a calculator. So, we’ve got 115.2 mL. We want so-many mL
per hour; so we now need to convert mL into mL per hour.
But we’ve got 96 hours, so here we go: 115.2 mL divided by
96 hr = 1.2 mL per hr. That could be done on a calculator.
The full calculation we did was (5, 250/45.57)/(4 × 24).
Does it make sense? If the patient was supposed to have more
florouracil, the dose rate should be higher. Indeed, the quantity
of fluorouracil is “on the top” and increasing it will increase
the result. If the concentration was less, the patient would need
a faster dose; indeed, the concentration is “on the bottom,” so
decreasing it makes the answer larger. Finally, if the duration
was shorter, the rate would need to be faster; indeed, making
the 4 days shorter/smaller (since it is on the bottom) would
make the answer larger. So all the numbers are in the right
place for it to work the right way.
B. Is the calculation right?
Is the answer about right? It is hard to do the sum here, but
we can make it easier. How about this: (5, 000/50)/(4 × 25)?
Those are all close numbers, and are much easier to work with.
4 × 25 is 100, for instance. 5, 000/50 is the same as 500/5,
which is 100. Finally 100/100 is 1. That is pretty close to what
we got with a calculator, 1.2. So, we’ve got two independent
reasons to believe we used the right formula (dimensions and
the increase/decrease arguments), and so there are two reasons
to believe the numerical answer: we used an exact calculation
and we used an easy approximation, and they were very close.
Any error that mattered would of course have given a very
different result, warning that at least one of the sums was
wrong.

C. Independent double check!
We should get somebody else to do the whole calculation
again without knowing what we did, or even what we were
thinking. Perhaps there was some assumption we got wrong.
Maybe the patient is supposed to have 1, 000 mg, or perhaps
we misread the label. Somebody working from our figures
would just make the same mistake if we had misread the
figures. They have to start again, be encouraged to use a
different method, and only compare their final answer with
us.
Safety-critical fields such as aviation and diving require
calculations to be independantly double-checked using two
different methods of calculation. These are typically a bespoke computer-based method (e.g., a flight computer or dive
computer); and a bespoke graphic method (e.g., nomograms,
tables, or circular slide rule / “whizz wheel”) [34].
A weaker form of independent double check is to deliberately perform the calculation using the same method, but in a
different way. For example, rearranging the calculation shows
(5, 250/45.57)/(4 × 24) = 5250/(4 × 24 × 45.57)
(as used in figure 4) so both calculations should be performed
to check if they are equal.
We know that calculators and spreadsheets often treat decimal points incorrectly [11], and since the user may be making
systematic keystroke slips performing a similar calculation to
see if the answer is approximately the same is also helpful.
For example, (5, 000/40)/(4 × 20) is easier to key in and has
no decimal points, and has the reassuringly close value 1.56.
D. Best practice
Note that the pharmacy can help a lot, by providing clear
instructions, including details of the calculations — or a
nomogram. One also wonders why the pharmacy didn’t make
the numbers easier to work with — like we did in the doublechecking. For example, they could have tweaked the real
concentration to exactly 50 mg per mL rather than leaving
it at the more awkward 45.57 mg per mL (adjusting other
values to compensate if necessary).
People need to learn from both correct and incorrect calculations. From correct calculations: what methods work, and can
new users learn these methods? From incorrect calculations
there is a need in general for users to learn what to avoid,
and when things go wrong to see what errors were made to
determine how to change systems and practice. Doing any
of this requires the calculations and all relevant details (such
as the date, the type of calculator used, the identities of the
people doing and checking the calculation, etc.) need to be
recorded. The formal root cause analysis [4], used as the
concrete example in this paper, is notable in that it has virtually
no information about how the problematic calculation was
made.
This appendix raises issues that are all common sense, but
for best clinical practice, please see the latest editions of [51],
[52]. (These are UK books; other countries will have other
procedures that should be considered.)
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